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Bio-medical waste is a complex solid waste and highly dangerous to treat to convert as inert unless not 

handled properly. The general form of treatment of bio-medical waste is autoclave cum incineration. Actual 

treatment system of biomedical waste must be provided ash content only. However, after the incineration, the 

ashes consist of mixing with semi melted needle, glass bottles and other plastics. This mixed ashes used to send 

for land filling which cause land pollution due to high toxicity. To avoid this, it is better to work on mixed ashes 

to convert in to utilization on some applications. In this regard, it is very essential to characterize the medical 

waste ashes by their physical nature such can lead to separation according to their size and chemical 

characterization can lead to inert conversion or can apply on any application. This will lead to extra cost at the 

same time people will afraid to use those products. Hence, the better solution is making the management system 

to lead the medical waste treatment to yield only ashes. This ashes content in absence of any melted solids can 

be turn as good fertilizer. In the present study incinerated ashes is collected from Bio-Medicare a treatment 

plant located in Sengipatti, Thanjavur. The physical characterization and separation is conducted by using 

sheave shaker and ball mill. A case study was conducted in 3 super specialty hospitals about their management 

system of biomedical waste in Thnjavur. The case study was studied from source point of biomedical waste and 

extended to treatment plant and their yield. A trial management on biomedical waste segregation in hospitals 

and followed by treatment was done by authors where they obtained 100% bio-medical waste ashes through 

that. The obtained result is reported which would be a significant data for researchers working on the field.   
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